
If, as some believe, your surroundings
reflect who you are, what does your
home say about you? Is it organized,

full of sunshine and comfortable? Is it in
constant disarray, depressing and needs
cleaning? Does company love to visit or
bolt as soon as they can?

Take a good look at your home. If it’s
time to remove some clutter, add a little
color and light, you might consider
making those changes with Feng Shui.

Feng Shui (pronounced “fung schway”)
literally means “wind and water”. It’s the
ancient Chinese art of arranging your
environment to attract positive life energy
or “ch’i” (pronounced “chee”) and let it
flow. It dates back thousands of years to
ancient China. Immigrants introduced
this art to the U.S. during the 1840s
California gold rush. Practitioners believe
you can enhance, energize and change
your life by changing the surroundings in

which you work, live and play. As with
any art, there are some basic assumptions
you need to accept.

When you say “I am…” you state who
you are at that moment. By saying, “I’m
broke or sick or tired”, you’re telling the
universe who you are. Even if it’s an
exaggeration; negative energy begets
negativity. Conversely, positive energy
attracts positive results.

By affirming “I’m blessed or healthy or
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happy or wealthy”, you’ll be on your way
to reaching your potential. Don’t think
about what you don’t want to happen,
focus on what do you want to achieve.
Soon, unexpected positive events will
come from the most surprising places.

If you’d like to make positive changes,
the first step is to make a “Bagua”
(pronounced “bog wa”) map of your
home, which represents the eight building
blocks of life plus ch’i that are: 

1. Career: Your job and the passage of
life.

2. Skills & Knowledge: Learning and
knowledge.

3. Health & Family:  Physical and
emotional health. Also includes
ancestors, family, friends and co-workers.

4. Wealth:  Money, anything that makes
you feel “wealthy”.

5. Fame & Reputation:  How the world
sees you.

6. Love & Marriage:  Personal relation-
ships, such as spouses, business partners
and good friends.

7. Children & Creativity:  Children,
current projects or anything creative.

8. Helpful People:  Relationships other
than family and friends, such as mentors,
a priest, rabbi or other spiritual guide.

9. Center (ch’i):  The center harmonizes

all the areas. It represents health and
longevity and should be uncluttered.

Determine the shape of your home –
square, rectangle, L-shaped or U-shaped.
Then draw a sketch and include the
garage, if you have one. Make your home
into a square or rectangle because other
shapes prevent you from fully
experiencing some area of your life.
Divide it into nine parts (see graphic).
Place the front door on the baseline
where you’ll place Skills & Knowledge,
Career and Helpful People.

Decide which block needs the most
positive changes and start there.

You need to “clear the way” for healthy
ch’i to enter your home so it can work its
magic. So roll up your sleeves and remove
the clutter. Trapped ch’i may cause a
stagnant career or bad relationships. Get
rid of old newspapers and remove boxes
from your garage that contain “stuff” no
longer needed.

Empty drawers of old papers, partially
used tubes and keys you have no idea of
what they open. Be brutal and thorough.
“Spring clean” like you’ve never done
before!

Go outside and enter your home. What
you see entering is as important as what
you see leaving. Keep the area clean and

uncluttered. Make it attractive and
welcoming. Clean all of your outdoor
lights and remove any cobwebs.

Windows are the eyes of your home.
Keep them sparkling clean and repair any
broken panes or ones that don’t open. If
you have a room without windows, use
creative lighting to illuminate it. Use a
ceiling fan or air conditioner to move
ch’i around.

Hallways are arteries so keep them
uncluttered to keep energy moving.
Staircases also move ch’i so they should
be well lit and safe with secure railings.
Hang beautiful landscapes on the walls to
attract ch’i. If it’s located in front of the
entryway, prevent ch’i from moving too
quickly by hanging a mirror at a landing
or the top of the staircase.

Ideally the living room is the first room
entered. Decorate with comfortable
furniture, pleasing color and plenty of live
plants. Silk flowers are acceptable, but
never use dried flowers as they’re without
energy. The couch should not have its
back or front facing the doorway as this
will make you or company feel
uncomfortable.

Water symbolizes money so water
should flow freely and often. It’s preferred
that bathrooms have one wall that’s an
outside wall. Keep drains closed and toilet
seat down, especially when flushing, so
you aren’t “flushing money away.”There
should be no leaky faucets.

Locate bedrooms in the back where it’s
quieter. Never use them for any other
activity (get rid of that treadmill that’s
collecting dust). If you have to watch TV,
put it in a cabinet.

Center your bed against a wall with no
window behind. Place it as far from the
doorway as possible. Don’t store anything
under it as this will drain energy as you
sleep. Never sleep with your feet facing
the door (that’s considered the death
position in China). Display family pictures
in a public area and relationships
will improve.

The kitchen represents wealth. Make
sure the refrigerator and cupboards are
well stocked with healthy, fresh food.
Keep the stove clean and burners
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to attract opportunity and
attain goals. Above are  sug-
gested colors with meanings
to use for different blocks.

Feng Shui can help bring
about balance, harmony and
new beginnings, but it’s up to
you to recognize and act upon
those opportunities. Make
changes slowly until you feel
comfortable.

This is only a brief
introduction to this
fascinating art. There are
books, websites, classes and
consultants that can provide
more information. Of course,
if you don’t want balance and
harmony or better health and
wealth, you can always
practice the art of Dis Array.
tw

working. Use different burn-
ers to increase opportunity.

Mirrors enhance light and
add space. They should be
sparkling clean and never
cracked.

Chimes are pleasant to hear
and control the flow of ch’i as
do mobiles. Hang clear

crystals in windows to catch
sunlight.

Cats and dogs are beneficial
because they’ll keep energy
moving. If you want to
increase wealth, get an odd
number of goldfish in various
colors.

Depending on how and
where it’s used, changing
room color is the easiest way
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Area Color Meaning
Career Black, Blue & Brown Black: Mood, Perception
Wisdom Black, Blue & Green Blue: Hope, Optimism, New beginnings
Health & Family Blue & Green Green: Health, Potential
Wealth Blue, Red & Purple Purple: Spiritual guidance
Reputation & Fame Red Red: Attraction, Warmth, Strength
Love & Marriage Red, Pink & White Pink: Love, Romance
Creativity & Children White & Pastels White: Purity
Helpful People White, Gray & Black Gray: Union
Center or ch’i Yellow & Earth Tones Yellow: Energy, Life
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